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 Background: We investigated the effect of propofol on activities and tumor-killing ability of natural killer (NK) cells in pa-
tients with colon cancer.

 Material/Methods: Twenty colon cancer patients and 20 healthy subjects were included. Peripheral blood (5 ml) was collected from 
all patients and healthy subjects. NK cells in peripheral blood were separated by negative screening using im-
munomagnetic beads. Flow cytometry was used to determine expression of activated receptors, inhibitory re-
ceptors, killing effector molecules, and proliferation-associated markers on NK cell surfaces. After in vitro treat-
ment with propofol for 24 h, expression of activated receptors, inhibitory receptors, killing effector molecules, 
and proliferation-associated markers on NK cell surfaces was examined again. In addition, the tumor-killing 
effect of NK cells was studied by co-culture with K562 cells or colon cancer SW620 cells at a ratio of 1: 1.

 Results: The number of NK cells in peripheral blood from colon cancer patients was increased compared with healthy 
subjects, but activities and proliferation ability of the NK cells were decreased. The tumor-killing effect of NK 
cells isolated from colon cancer patients was decreased. Of note, propofol promoted activation of NK cells from 
colon cancer patients. In addition, propofol increased expression of tumor-killing effector molecules by NK cells 
and the proliferation ability of NK cells. Propofol also enhanced the killing effect of NK cells on colon cancer 
cells.

 Conclusions: The present study demonstrates that propofol promotes the activity and tumor-killing ability of NK cells in pe-
ripheral blood of patients with colon cancer.
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Background

Colon cancer is a clinically common malignant tumor of the 
digestive tract, which is caused by malignant lesions of intes-
tinal mucosal epithelia [1]. In the USA, about 160 000 new 
cases of colon cancer occur and 57 000 patients die of colon 
cancer each year [2]. Moreover, the incidence of colon cancer 
worldwide is also the second highest among all cancers, and 
the disease has become a serious threat to human health [3]. 
Like other tumors, the pathogenesis and mechanism of co-
lon cancer are not clear at present. Recurrence and metasta-
sis are the main reasons for poor clinical treatment effects in 
colon cancer patients [4]. Studies show that the recurrence 
and metastasis of colon cancer is a complex multigene, multi-
stage process involving a variety of factors [5,6]. Immune es-
cape is one of the key reasons for the recurrence and metas-
tasis of colon cancer [7]. In fact, immune cells are distributed 
in many types of human tissues, and highly metastatic colon 
cancer cells must escape the killing of immune cells in order 
to metastasize [8]. However, it is not clear yet how colon can-
cer cells escape being killed by immune cells.

Natural killer (NK) cells, the main effector cells of the innate im-
mune system, are the first natural defense lines in preventing 
infection by viruses and bacteria, as well as the occurrence of 
tumors [9, 10]. Animal experiments show that defective NK cells 
can significantly induce the occurrence of tumors in mice [11]. 
In clinical practice, adoptive immunotherapy with NK cells was 
first applied to melanoma and blood cancer, and has achieved 
good clinical effects [12]. With the maturing of CAR-T technol-
ogy, CAR-NK has been greatly developed and has shown good 
prospects in the treatment of cancers [13]. NK cells account 
for about 10–15% of peripheral blood lymphocytes, and the 
activity NK cells is regulated by inhibitory and activated re-
ceptors on cell surfaces. After activation, NK cells play a role 
in tumor-killing via the FAS-FASL pathway and granzyme-per-
forin pathway [14,15]. It is reported that the proportion of NK 
cells in peripheral blood and tissues from various tumor pa-
tients is increased, and the degree of NK cell infiltration in the 
tissues is positively correlated with prognosis [16]. Therefore, 
studies on the regulation of the killing function of NK cells are 
of great value in treatment of colon cancer.

Propofol (2,6-diisopropylphenol) is a glutamic acid antago-
nist and a calcium channel antagonist at the NMDA receptor 
level, with GABAergic and antioxidant activities. It is wide-
ly used in anesthesia induction and maintenance in the in-
tensive care unit, and it is the most commonly used intra-
venous anesthetic agent for tumor resection under general 
anesthesia [17,18]. Cellular studies have shown that propo-
fol directly inhibits the proliferation, invasion, and migration 
of a variety of tumor cell lines. For example, propofol reduc-
es the expression of matrix metalloprotein (MMP)-2 through 

miR-451 and inhibits the proliferation, invasion, and metas-
tasis of gastric cancer cells [19]. Propofol can inhibit the ac-
tivity of the HOTAIR-mediated mTOR signaling pathway and 
thus promote the apoptosis of cervical cancer cells [20]. In ad-
dition, Wang et al. discovered that propofol inhibits invasion 
and metastasis of pancreatic cancer cells by up-regulation of 
miR-133a expression [21]. Propofol can also inhibit the pro-
liferation, invasion, and migration of non-small-cell lung can-
cer A549 and HCC827 cells [22]. However, the effect of pro-
pofol on NK cell phenotype in peripheral blood from patients 
with colon cancer is not clear. In the present study, we inves-
tigated the effect of propofol on the function of NK cells in 
killing colon cancer cells at the cellular level, and tried to pro-
vide an experimental basis for the application of NK cells in 
tumor immunotherapy.

Material and Methods

Patients

A total of 20 colon cancer patients who received treatment at 
our hospital between January 2016 and December 2017 were 
included. In addition, 20 healthy subjects were included as con-
trols. Peripheral blood (5 ml) was collected from all patients and 
healthy subjects. All procedures were approved by the Ethics 
Committee of Taishan Medical University. Written informed 
consents were obtained from all patients or their families.

NK cell sorting

To isolate peripheral blood mononuclear lymphocytes, 5 ml of 
whole blood was mixed with 5 ml of phosphate-buffered sa-
line (PBS) in 15-ml centrifuge tubes. Then, the diluted blood 
was gently added onto the surface of 10 ml of Ficoll solu-
tion, followed by centrifugation at 2000 g and 4°C for 20 min. 
The middle mist-like layer was lymphocytes, which was trans-
ferred to a new 15-ml tube. The separated lymphocytes were 
mixed with PBS to reach 10 ml, and centrifuged at 2000 g 
and 4°C for 20 min before removing the supernatant. Then, 
the lymphocytes were washed again with PBS before NK 
cell sorting using an NK cell-negative separation kit (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) according to the man-
ufacturer’s manual. Briefly, isolated peripheral blood mono-
nuclear lymphocytes were resuspended in 0.5 ml X BD IMag 
buffer, and mixed with 200 μl biotin. After incubation at room 
temperature in the dark for 30 min, the labelled cells were 
transferred to a new tube which was kept on a magnet stir-
rer for 7 min. The supernatant was transferred to a new tube. 
This procedure was repeated 3 times, and NK cells without 
beads and biotin were obtained.
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Treatment of NK cells with propofol

Separated and purified NK cells were mixed with RPMI-1640 
medium containing 100 U interleukin (IL)-2, 100 U IL-12, 
or 100 U IL-15, and cultured at 37°C and 5% CO2 for 48 h. 
The cells were divided into a propofol group and a negative con-
trol (NC) group. NK cells in the propofol group was mixed with 
propofol dissolved in DMSO (final concentration, 25 μmol/ml), 
and cells in the NC group were mixed with an equal volume 
of DMSO without propofol. After incubation at 37°C and 5% 
CO2 for 24 h, the cells were used for subsequent experiments.

Detection of NK cell surface receptors and effector 
molecules by flow cytometry

A total of 1×105 cells were suspended in 100 μl RPMI-1640 me-
dium, and fluorescence-labelled antibodies were added, includ-
ing activated receptors p30, p44, p46, and G2D, inhibitory re-
ceptors 158b and G2A, and proliferative activity marker Ki67. 
After incubation at room temperature in the dark for 30 min, 
the cells were washed with PBS twice and centrifuged at 800 
g for 5 min to collect NK cells. Finally, 200 μl PBS was add-
ed to resuspend the labelled cells, which were subsequently 
used for flow cytometry.

Detection of cell cycle of NK cells by flow cytometry

NK cells (1×105) were washed with PBS twice, and subjected to 
flow cytometry using the Cell Cycle Assay Kit (BD Biosciences, 
Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) for the detection of cell cycles. Briefly, 
the cells were incubated with 200 μl liquid A at room temper-
ature for 10 min, and then mixed with 150 μl liquid B before 
incubation at room temperature for 10 min. Then, 120 μl liq-
uid C was added before incubation at room temperature in 
the dark for 10 min. Finally, the cells were used for flow cy-
tometry and the results were analyzed using ModFit software 
(Verity Software House, Topsham, ME, USA).

Determination of tumor-killing effect of NK cells by flow 
cytometry

NK cells (1×105) from normal subjects (control group) or pa-
tients (experimental group) were mixed with K562 cells or colon 
cancer SW620 cells at a ratio of 1: 1 and cultured at 37°C and 
5% CO2 overnight. Then, the density of the cells in all groups 
was adjusted to 1×105/100 μl and subjected to flow cytometry 
using the ANXN V FITC APOPTOSIS DTEC KIT I (BD Biosciences, 
Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) following the manufacturer’s manual 
for the detection of apoptosis. Cells with ANNEXIN V-positive 
values were early apoptotic cells, those with PI-positive val-
ues were necrotic cells, and those with double-positive values 
were late apoptotic cells.

Statistical analysis

The results were analyzed using SPSS 18.0 statistical software 
(IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). The data are expressed as means ± 
standard deviations. Data were tested for normality. Multigroup 
measurement data were analyzed using one-way ANOVA. 
In case of homogeneity of variance, least significant differ-
ence test and Student-Newman-Keuls analysis were used; 
in case of heterogeneity of variance, Tamhane’s T2 or Dunnett’s 
T3 method was used. Comparison between 2 groups was car-
ried out using the t test. P<0.05 indicated statistically signifi-
cant differences.

Availability of data

Our data from the present study are available on request from 
the corresponding author.

Results

The number of NK cells in peripheral blood from colon 
cancer patients was increased, but the activities and 
proliferation ability of the NK cells were decreased

To examine NK cell number and activities, cell sorting and flow 
cytometry were used. The NK cell ratio in peripheral blood of 
colon cancer patients was significantly higher than that in 
healthy subjects (P<0.05) (Figure 1A). Flow cytometry showed 
that the ratio of NK cells with positive expression of activat-
ed receptors p30 and G2D on cell surfaces in colon cancer pa-
tients was significantly lower than that in healthy subjects 
(P<0.05), while the ratio of NK cells with positive expression of 
tumor-killing effector molecule GranB in colon cancer patients 
was significantly lower than that in healthy subjects (P<0.05) 
(Figure 1B). Moreover, the percentage of NK cells with posi-
tive expression of proliferation marker Ki67 on cell surfaces 
in colon cancer patients was significantly reduced compared 
with that in healthy subjects (P<0.05) (Figure 1B). The results 
suggest that the number of NK cells in peripheral blood from 
colon cancer patients is increased but the activities and pro-
liferation ability of the NK cells are decreased.

Tumor-killing effect of NK cells isolated from colon cancer 
patients is decreased

To determine the tumor-killing effect of NK cells separated 
from colon cancer patients, the NK cells were co-cultured with 
K562 cells or SW620 cells and flow cytometry was performed. 
The data showed that LDH level in culture medium of mixed 
K562 cells and NK cells was significantly lower than that of 
the control group (P<0.05), and the LDH level in culture medi-
um of mixed SW620 cells and NK cells was also significantly 
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Figure 1.  Ratio of NK cells in peripheral blood of colon cancer patients and the expression of markers. (A) The ratio of CD3-CD56+NK 
cells in peripheral blood from colon cancer patients determined by flow cytometry. * P<0.05 compared with control. 
(B) Percentage of NK cells with positive expression of p30, G2D, GranB, and Ki67. NK cell markers were detected by flow 
cytometry. * P<0.05 compared with control.
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lower than that of the control group (P<0.05) (Figure 2A, 2B). 
Moreover, the apoptosis of K562 cells or SW620 cells co-cul-
tured with NK cells were decreased compared with the apopto-
sis of K562 cells or SW620 cells alone (P<0.05) (Figure 2C, 2D). 
These results indicate that the tumor-killing effect of NK cells 
isolated from colon cancer patients is decreased.

Propofol promotes the activation of NK cells from colon 
cancer patients

To study the effect of propofol on the receptors on the surface 
of NK cells, we treated NK cells from colon cancer patients with 
propofol (25 μmol/ml) for 24 h. The data showed that the per-
centages of NK cells with positive expression of activated re-
ceptors p30 and p44 were significantly enhanced after treat-
ment with propofol (P<0.05) (Figure 3A, 3B). In addition, the 
percentage of NK cells with positive expression of inhibitory 
receptors 158b was significantly decreased after treatment 
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Figure 2.  Tumor cell-killing activity of NK cells from peripheral blood from colon cancer patients. (A, B) Relative LDH release in 
supernatant of (A) K562 cells and (B) SW620 cells before and after co-culture with NK cells from colon cancer patients. 
* P<0.05 compared with control. (C, D) Apoptotic rate of (C) K562 cells and (D) SW620 cells before and after co-culture with 
NK cells from colon cancer patients. * P<0.05 compared with control.
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with propofol (P<0.05) (Figure 3C), suggesting that propofol 
promotes activation of NK cells from colon cancer patients.

Propofol increases the expression of tumor-killing effector 
molecules by NK cells and the proliferation ability of NK 
cells

To test how propofol affects the expression of tumor-killing ef-
fector molecules by NK cells, flow cytometry was carried out. 
The data showed that propofol treatment significantly increased 
the percentage of NK cells with positive expression of GranB 
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Figure 3.  Effect of propofol on the expression of NK cell surface receptors. The percentages of NK cells with positive expression of (A) 
p30, (B) p44, and (C) 158b. NK cells in the propofol group were treated with 25 μmol/ml propofol for 24 h. NK cells cultured 
in DMSO were used as negative control (NC). Flow cytometry was used to detect the expression of the receptors. * P<0.05 
compared with NC.
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or Ki67 compared with the NC group (P<0.05) (Figure 4A, 4B). 
In addition, treatment with propofol enhanced the percentage 
of NK cells in S phase compared with the NC group (P<0.05) 
(Figure 4C). The result indicates that propofol increases the 
expression of tumor-killing effector molecules by NK cells and 
the proliferation ability of NK cells.

Propofol enhances the killing effect of NK cells on colon 
cancer cells

To investigate whether propofol could enhance the tumor-kill-
ing effect of NK cells, we cultured K562 cells or SW620 cells 
with NK cells pretreated with propofol (25 μmol/ml). The data 
showed that the release of LDH in supernatant from K562 cells 
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Figure 4.  Effect of propofol on the expression of tumor-killing effector molecules and proliferation of NK cells. (A, B) The percentages 
of NK cells with positive expression of (A) GranB and (B) Ki67. Flow cytometry was used to detect the expression of GranB 
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NC.
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and SW620 cells in the propofol group was significantly high-
er than in their respective negative control groups (P<0.05) 
(Figure 5A, 5B). Flow cytometry showed that the apoptosis 
of K562 cells and SW620 cells was significantly enhanced af-
ter co-culture with NK cells pretreated with propofol (P<0.05) 
(Figure 5C, 5D). The results suggest that propofol enhances 
the killing effect of NK cells on colon cancer cells.

Discussion

The postoperative period is an important “empty window” 
for immune recovery of patients with colon cancer, and re-
sidual tumor cells can easily metastasize at this stage [23]. 
Innate immunity is the first line of defense against tumor and 
infection. NK cells are a main type of cells in natural immuni-
ty and they play important roles in surveillance of the occur-
rence and metastasis of tumors [24]. Propofol is a commonly 
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Figure 5.  Effect of propofol on the tumor cell-killing activity of NK cells from peripheral blood from colon cancer patients. 
(A, B) Relative LDH release in supernatant of (A) K562 cells and (B) SW620 cells before and after co-culture with NK cells 
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used drug for colon cancer surgery, and is reported to be 
closely related to tumor cell metastasis and immune system 
function [25]. At present, it is not clear whether propofol can 
promote the postoperative immune surveillance of patients. 
In the present study, we confirmed in vitro that propofol can 
promote the proliferation, activity and cytotoxicity of NK cells 
in patients with colon cancer, suggesting that propofol can im-
prove postoperative natural immunity of patients and inhibit 
the metastasis of the tumor.

Immunotherapy has long been an important topic in cancer 
research, including adoptive immunotherapy and cytokine-in-
duced killer therapy [26,27]. With the deepening of understand-
ing of immune cells, the number of immunotherapy methods 
for cancers is growing. For example, the application of DC tu-
mor vaccine in colon cancer has been proven to be safe and 
effective [28]. PD1 and PDL1 McAb can improve the progno-
sis of patients with multiple tumors [29]. CAR-T technology 
has a good effect in the treatment of blood cancer, but the 
effect of CAR-T technology in solid tumors still needs to be 
improved because of the complex microenvironment and the 
absence of specific targets of solid tumors [30]. In colon can-
cer, CAR-T cells targeting CEA have shown certain effects in 
controlling colon cancer [31]. Compared with T cells, NK cells 
do not need costimulatory signals and have no MHC restric-
tion. Therefore, CAR-NK is considered to be a potential immu-
notherapy technology and it has shown a strong target-kill-
ing ability in renal cell carcinoma, non-small cell lung cancer, 
and breast cancer [32,33]. However, little research has been 
performed on colon cancer.

NK cells are among the most important natural immune cells, 
participating in the resistance of invasion by pathogenic mi-
croorganisms, the inhibition of tumor formation, and the reg-
ulation of immune functions [34]. Animal studies have shown 
that the risk of cancer in mice is significantly increased after 
knocking out NK cells, suggesting that NK cells play an impor-
tant role in tumor immune surveillance [35]. Clinical studies 
showed that the number of NK cells is increased but their ac-
tivity is decreased in peripheral blood of tumor patients. In the 
tumor tissue microenvironment, NK cells show significant ac-
tivation, but their activity is almost lost [36]. Our study shows 
that the number of NK cells in peripheral blood of colon can-
cer patients is significantly higher than that of normal healthy 
subjects. However, the expression of activated receptors p30 
and G2D on the surface of NK cells from patients with colon 
cancer was decreased and the expression of inhibitory recep-
tor G2A was increased. Moreover, expression of killing effec-
tor molecule GraB is decreased. The results of in vitro cytotox-
icity testing show that the killing effect of NK cells on K562 
and colon cancer SW620 cells is significantly reduced. These 
results suggest that the number of NK cells in the peripher-
al blood of colon cancer patients is increased, but the killing 

activity of NK cells is reduced. Consistent with the above re-
sults, Peng et al. showed that NK cell activity in peripheral 
blood and tumor tissues from patients with gastric cancer is 
down-regulated, and tumor-related macrophages are involved 
in this regulation process [37].

Propofol, a commonly used intravenous anesthetic agent, 
is widely used in colon cancer surgery. Propofol is usually com-
pletely metabolized 24 h after surgery and some patients with 
weak immune system need more than 24 h [38]. In addition to 
its anesthetic effect, propofol also has regulatory effects on in-
flammation and ischemia-reperfusion injury [39]. It is also re-
ported that propofol directly regulates the proliferation, me-
tastasis, and apoptosis of tumor cells in vitro [40]. Colon cancer 
patients are extremely weak after surgery, and the recovery of 
immune surveillance has a very important role in inhibiting the 
metastasis of residual tumor cells. It was shown that propofol 
promotes the activity of NK cells in patients with breast cancer, 
suggesting that propofol may be associated with the function 
and activity of NK cells [41]. In the present study, we discovered 
that treatment with propofol for 24 h enhanced the activity of 
NK cells from colon cancer patients, which is characterized by 
increased levels of activated receptors p30 and p44, and de-
creased expression of inhibitory receptor 158b. In addition, flow 
cytometry shows that propofol also promotes the expression 
of the killing effector molecule GranB. After the activation of 
NK cells, perforin must be released before GranB can kill tar-
get cells. The up-regulation of GranB indicates that the killing 
activity of NK cells is enhanced. Furthermore, we also discov-
ered that the proliferation activity of NK cells from colon can-
cer patients is increased after propofol treatment, suggesting 
that propofol can promote the proliferation of NK cells in the 
body after surgery. Our results of cell-killing testing confirm 
that treatment with propofol enhances the in vitro killing ef-
fect of NK cells from colon cancer patients on K562 or SW620 
cells. These results suggest that the activity of NK cells in the 
peripheral blood of colon cancer patients is reduced, and pro-
pofol can promote the activity and killing activity of NK cells 
in vitro. Studies show that NK cell surface receptors, killing ef-
fector molecules, and proliferation are regulated at multiple 
levels, such as miRNA, lncRNA, or Jak-Stat signaling pathway. 
We hypothesize that propofol may be involved in the regula-
tion of NK cells at these levels, but the specific mechanisms 
remain to be further studied [42,43].

Conclusions

In conclusion, the present study demonstrates that propofol 
promotes the activity and tumor-killing ability of NK cells in pe-
ripheral blood of patients with colon cancer in vitro. In addition, 
propofol has a potential promoting effect on the postoperative 
recovery of immune surveillance in patients with colon cancer.
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